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If you are reading this document, then you have expressed interest in achieving the success that 

comes with becoming a better and more confident speaker. 

And you’ve been reading the THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Daily Mentoring from ME (Bishal Sarkar) 

because you know what I do for others can help you but you’re not sure if you qualify for my 

mentorship yet, because you know I don’t allow everyone to come to my courses.  

The path I walk on and this path that thousands of my successful clients are walking on is a path of 

CONFIDENCE. 

If you’re looking for more money by getting the next promotion…you will find it down this path. 

If you’re looking for more respect from your colleagues, peers, friends and even family…you will find 

it down this path. 

If you are looking for happiness because of more opportunities for advancement in your career…you 

will find those down this path as well. 

Without exaggerating, almost anything and everything you want is possible for you when you go 

through life as a CONFIDENT Expert, instead of living as an average fearful domain expert. 

During the next few minutes, I'm going to outline what this journey could be like for you. Some of 

what I reveal might excite you, some of it might make you angry. No matter what you feel as you 



read these pages, go through to the end and then ask yourself a simple question: “Do I want MORE 

for my future than what I currently have?” How you answer that question will tell you everything you 

need to know about what to do next. 

First, I want to make sure it’s even worth your time to read this document. So if any of the following 

items below are true for you, please stop reading this and move on to something else. What I have is 

not for you. 

Who This is NOT For 

What I provide in the world of the Confident Expert is not for you if: 

 X If you’re just starting out in your career. 

 X If you’re NOT a subject matter expert in your field. 

 X If you’re not willing to be honest with yourself (Transformation can NEVER happen without 

honesty). 

 X If you’re not willing to become a CONFIDENT SPEAKER in a practical & permanent way. 

 X If you don’t have big goals and don’t care for your family.  

 X You’re more committed to your small excuses rather than living a happy life.  

Who This Is For 

You are in the right place and may even be a good candidate for my program(s) if: 

 If you’re a subject matter expert in your field and you want to reach higher level. 

 If you’re a knowledgeable person who gives presentations as a part of his profession. 

 If you have the ability, willingness to IMPLEMENT “Advanced Confidence Formula” to see 

RADICAL transformation in the way you present your ideas. 

 If you’re an ambitious man, and you want to lead better more effectively after being a 

CONFIDENT speaker. 

 If you care for your family, and you recognize that you being a CONFIDENT speaker does 

ADD a lot of value to not only your professional life but also your personal life. 

In Other Words, I’m  

Looking For REAL Men 

There are “talkers,” and then there are “doers.” 

Let me make it clear that I don’t mentor grown-up cry-babies, complainers, victims, whiners who 

“talk” about becoming CONFIDENT & achieving FREEDOM in life, but can’t seem to actually make a 

move and TAKE MASSIVE ACTION. 

Giving up whining or going through life seeing yourself as a victim is NOT something anyone can 

teach you how to change. It is simply a decision you must make for yourself. 

So I’m assuming that by reading further, you are ready for the truth about what it takes to succeed 

as a Confident Expert & Confident Speaker. 



Let’s Talk About  

“That Guy” 

You know that guy? 

“That guy” is the man in your office who makes more money than you, holds a higher position than 

you, gets more recognition than you EVEN THOUGH he’s NOT that knowledgeable? 

He’s getting more credit, more success, and he seems happier, when he’s DEFINITELY not as good as 

you in terms of knowledge & experience? 

Why would someone not as well equipped as you get into a better position than you are in? What’s 

the difference between you and him? 

 

I’ve thought about this. And while there might be several differences, the biggest one is how this 

man acts in the world. Usually, people like this are far more confident than normal people. 

 

It’s really such a simple thing that can make an enormous difference in every area of life. 

His family life is better, he goes home earlier, his wife brags about him more to her friends, and his 

children are going to the best schools. He sleeps peacefully. He has less worry and more prestige. 

My question to you is:  

 

How much longer do you want to wait 

before you become THAT GUY? 

If you want to get ahead, it’s time you Skyrocket Your Confidence by MASTERING your presentation 

skills in front of groups, and by accessing YOUR total confidence. 

You don’t have to be a great presenter now, all you need is a strong desire to make a change. 

Is it possible? Can you go from being a presenter filled with stage fear to becoming a truly 

CONFIDENT EXPERT? 

To answer that, let me tell you a quick story… 



Bishal Sarkar was NOT Born  

As a Confident Speaker 

I was NOT always a great speker, nor was I a successful man with a happy family. 

In fact, early in life, I had ZERO confidence. 

What most people know about me is that I am the highest-paid public speaker in India, I am the 

creator of “THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Live Experience,” I am featured in Times of India, Reebok (along 

with Kangana Ranaut), Conscious Millionaire, and Project Real Heroes (along with Sania Mirza). 

But what most people don’t know about me is that I am an introvert person, who grew up with a lot 

of confidence issues. I was born & brought up in a small town called Siliguri, I studied in a Bengali-

medium Govt. school where my parents paid 289 Rupees….per year.  

 

So, growing up, I didn’t have confidence, neither did I have great connections. Buying a new pen was 

a big deal for us. 

Many years later, when I started working for Firstsource, and then Business Standard, I gave a lot of 

bad presentations, and that led to a lot of frustration. 

I Was Losing In My Career,  

I Was Losing In My LIFE 

“Bishal, practice more.” 



“Bishal, practice in front of mirrors.” 

“Bishal, give more and more speeches.” 

I did everything, but NOTHING FREAKING WORKED! 

Until I met a man named Mark, who took me under his wing, mentored me and showed me the 

STEP-BY-STEP formula to become a CONFIDENT SPEAKER. 

I learned. 

I applied. 

And magic happened. 

I immediately got a lot of recognition in my career. 

In less than 90 days, I started making more money. 

More & more people were coming to me for help, and advice. 

“Bishal, can you show ME how I can give confident presentations?” 

I started showing them my FORMULA, and they started getting promotions, attention, and career 

acceleration. 

One of my friends got 3 promotions in a matter of 17 months, and now he’s based in UK, living his 

dreams with his happy family. 

And then I decided to show selected individuals the SAME FORMULA. But I didn’t just show them the 

formula, I also helped them IMPLEMENT it in a very practical way. 

Because it’s kind of like swimming. 

It HAS to be practical. 

And that’s why I created THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Live Experience. It is for people who are ready for 

massive transformation and want a step-by-step practical approach to make it happen. 

 



 

Once you master and implement the FORMULA, your CONFIDENCE will go through the roof. And at 

some point in the future, they won’t be your boss. YOU will be their boss. 

Unfortunately most people end up being average. 

What do I mean by “average?” 

How to Spend The Rest of Your Life as a  

Knowledgeable Person YET an Average Speaker 

 

1. Average people see the world the way the masses have been trained to see the world. The 

masses don’t understand the concept of “value,” they only know to ask about PRICE. The 

masses don’t understand how to focus on creating the result you want in life. The masses 

never get progress because they are too caught up believing the stories they’ve been told by 

people who are no more successful than they are. “Nothing fast could be good…if it sounds 

too good to be true, it probably is…I should never make serious investments in myself, I 

should always play small and play it safe. I should suffer, because my father do so.” If this 

sounds like you, then understand that you have been brainwashed.  

2. Average people feel they just need to practice. “I just need to practice, practice and 

practice.” Truth be told: If direction is wrong, speed doesn’t matter. So if you’re practicing a 

lot but with the wrong techniques, you’re getting closer to your career deathline. Are you 

practicing your way to spending the rest of your life scared to death of speaking and 

presenting? You might be.  

3. Average people learn from other average people. Be careful who you choose to listen to. 

Listening to people who are no more successful than you about how to become more 

successful might make you feel good, but it will never challenge you to think, act and live in 

a bigger way. You will go around in circles forever wondering why you’re working so hard 

and getting absolutely nowhere. 

4. Average people will “do it tomorrow!” Procrastination is the worst and most expensive 

habit of “average” people. If you’re waiting and waiting to take action, and spending your 

time dreaming about becoming a great speaker, when will you finally tell yourself the truth 

that you’re just a dreamer? What day will you finally choose to create YOUR SUCCESS? 

5. Average people feel others are GIFTED. Remember the story about the fox who said: “The 

grapes are sour?” When most professionals can’t become CONFIDENT EXPERTS, they make a 

victim-based judgment: “They’re better than me. I can never become a great speaker.” The 

truth is this: Whatever you believe about yourself WILL come true. If you believe you don’t 

have what it takes, you won’t. If you believe you do have what it takes, you WILL. Make your 

choice. 

If you’re still reading, I’m assuming you have no interest in living the rest of your life on the level of 

the average person. So let’s talk about solutions: 



What Do You CHOOSE For Your Future?  

The Fearful Life of “Average” Person or  

the HAPPY Life of The Confident Expert? 

Read further, only if you’re SERIOUS about becoming THE CONFIDENT EXPERT instead of the average 

expert of your career & life. 

 

I created something that can transform your career & life in just a matter of months. 

I am very selective about who I mentor, because I am associating my name with that person’s 

results. I only invest my time in people with the potential to succeed. So I am very careful. 

 

The first thing you need to get clear on is: DO YOU WANT THIS? 

Do You Want To Do the Work  

Required To Be a Confident Expert? 

What would that be like? Well, let’s see: 

Imagine that you’ve just given a BLOCKBLUSTER presentation in front of senior managers, colleagues 

& clients, and you did it SO CONFIDENTLY, and you didn’t make a single mistake. It went flawlessly. 

And at the end of your presentation, all you can hear is: “WOW- he’s SO DAMN CONFIDENT!” 

Imagine people keeping looking at you and your body language, trying to figure out what happened 

to you suddenly for which you’re able to ROCK every presentation. 



And imagine you getting that promotion letter than others were hungry about. 

And imagine coming back home, surprising your wife with this news, watching as she takes a deep 

breath, hugs you and says: “You’re my hero.” 

And imagine your children coming and hugging your legs as you’re standing and they say: “Daddy, I 

love you.” 

 

How would that make you feel? Does that sound like a life you want? 

 

If You Want to Make a Dream  

Like That REAL, Then Keep Reading 

 

 

Can you see the confidence in Alok’s eyes? I can. I worked with him to GET IT THERE. 

 

If you’ve been in my circle, and been reading “THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Daily Mentoring” for a while, 

you know that the experience I provide in my program is quite expensive. 

Why Is an AUDI More Expensive  

Than a Tata Nano? 

People pay a premium for an AUDI because of the quality of experience and RESULT they get when 

they own and drive one. 

The level of result I achieve with people in my program coupled with the current demands for my 

time leads to a very premium fee level. 



The yearly investment to hire me as a one-on-one mentor to have me look at your presentations in-

person, and meet you once a month to help you create GREAT RESULTS is 95 lacs Rupees. 

When my clients send me reviews, and tell me about their success stories and how they’ve got 

10000% ROI, it fills me with happiness and true satisfaction. 

But paying that huge chunk of money is not a realistic option for many of my super-star future 

clients. 

I run a very successful VIP MASTERMIND called “RULE YOUR LIFE MASTERMIND” where the entry fee 

ranges between 24 Lacs to 47 Lacs a year. Most people can’t afford that. 

So I’ve structured things differently to help more serious people take advantage of what I have to 

offer. Please read this next section very carefully so you are clear about all of the details. 

Here’s What Happens If You Are Accepted  

as a Private Client Into My Program 

Everything changes from here on out for you. I’ll guide you throughout, as your long-
term mentor and ULTIMATE presentation advisor. 

That will happen ONLY IF I select you for my program after you apply and go through an interview 
process. I don’t make it available for every Tom, Dick, and Harry. 
 
During the next few months– we will revolutionize your speaking & life together. I will share with 
you the SPECIFIC, DETAILED comprehensive plan that I’ve developed over the years and how you can 
bypass investing time and energy in irrelevant practices & theoretical courses and just follow the 
PROVEN FORMULA to its maximum outcome. Plus, youʼll collaborate with some of the most amazing 
minds from different industries who hold you to a higher standard and inspire you with their actions, 
hence we put you in an environment where you invest your effort with my guidance to create 
massive results in your world. 

In short, we will help you become a totally confident speaker who can ROCK EVERY PRESENTATION, 
and gain tremendous speed in your career, and have a life of FREEDOM. 

Remember, not only will this program get you MASSIVE LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE as a presenter IN 
FRONT OF GROUPS, but it will also give you the momentum you desperately need to Speak and 
Present IMPACTFULLY in front of anyone (ESPECIALLY client & management presentations)- hence 
you'll stand out from the crowd as the leader, who speaks with EXTREME CONFIDENCE. You'll 
deliver WORLD-CLASS IMPACTFUL & CONFIDENT Presentations and hence become THE 
CONFIDENT EXPERT, consistently. 

 You’ll dramatically INCREASE your CONFIDENCE while TOTALLY vanishing STAGE FEAR & 
ANXIETY which is affecting your health, mind and career 
 

 You'll be finally master your public speaking skills and become THE CONFIDENT EXPERT 
and you'll be RECOGNIZED as a CONFIDENT Speaker 
 

 You'll influence and impact people with your speaking 



 

 You will SKYROCKET your CONFIDENCE and YOUR CAREER 
 

 You'll CONNECT with your audience in a deep way, in an interesting way 
 

 You'll MASTER the SECRET FORMULA of Successful Presentations so you can CREATE 
MASSIVE IMPACT with your speaking 
 

 You'll master your articulations and pronunciation, and automatically use right words at the 
right time 
 

 You'll get laser-focused on how to STRUCTURE your points logically so that you deliver 
world-class presentations that YOUR AUDIENCE MEMBERS line up to see 
 

 You'll FINALLY MASTER your voice modulation, so that people can listen to you with interest 
for hours (this is VERY important) 
 

 You'll be positioned as an expert in front of any audiences for your DYNAMIC BODY 
LANGUAGE 
 

 You'll optimize your tone and voice and your overall vocal variety so that your audience 
LOVES you 
 

 You'll be PERSUASIVE AS A SPEAKER because you'll convince people easily 
 

 You'll crisply articulate your points step-by-step without forgetting any points in front of 
any audience, so you're more persuasive 
 

 Your audience members will respect you more than ever before for your AMAZING public 
speaking skills, and because of your presentations' IMPACT and INFLUENCE 
 

 You'll develop speeches & presentations that you find easy, effortless, and enjoyable with 
ability to speak spontaneously 
 

 You'll feel more recognized, inspired, supported, and happy to be a Super-CONFIDENT 
Speaker who speaks in front of groups with COMPLETE confidence, and as a result make a 
significant improvement in your career & in your life. 
 

 You'll FEEL HAPPY as a result of becoming The ULTIMATE CONFIDENT MAN on STAGE and in 
LIFE 
 



 

There are two options from which you may choose for our work together, IF I select you after the 

interview process: 

OPTION 1: The GOLD Level: 

Youʼll be invited to THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Foundational Masterclass, my proprietary online 
training, over the next 4 weeks that will SPECIFICALLY address implementing the overall Confidence 
Development Plan and move you through a proven process to transform your speaking style into the 
one that we design together. 

Plus youʼll be invited to “THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Live Experience” (open to members only) where 
weʼll practically get you in front of people, have you present, I will give you feedback & coaching, 
and do whatever it takes to help you achieve the results you want to take your speaking, your career 
and your life to their ideal destination. You’ll learn from ME in a small group of 10 people, and also 
give over 10 presentations in this 3-day HIGH VOLTAGE event. Stage fear will be your past, 
confidence will be your present, and ULTIMATE HAPPINESS will be your future.  

Additionally after the event, weʼll have a special Group Q&A Sessions where weʼll address PRECISELY 
the specific challenges youʼre facing at that time and how to move past them with the clarity of both 
your course peers and a Mentor who has been there before. 

You’ll receive 1-year access to CONFIDENCE UNIVERSITY (that’s where I mentor you once a month 
even after the 3-day live experience) while active in the Mentoring Group. Every month you will get 
access to a specific training that will accelerate your persuasion, power & performance. 

You’ll have 1-year unlimited access to me via email. (Keep in mind, I charge 95 Lacs Rupees for one-
on-one access to me to others). 

You’ll get access to ALL my books. 



You’ll have immediate access to all my audios so you can turn your vehicle into your personal 
university. 

Plus, you’ll attend THE CONFIDENT EXPERT Celebration Party, you can bring your family, because I 
will bring mine. And we all celebrate your success happily. 

The regular investment for this program is 6.5 lacs Rupees. 

However I’ve found that people that take MASSIVE ACTION are most fun to mentor, and they get 
the BEST RESULTS in our program. 

So the people that SHOW INSTANT ACTION by enrolling immediately after having a discussion 
with us, I reward them by giving them a scholarship, and  

hence your investment will be only 3.5 Lacs Rupees. 

OPTION 2: The SILVER Level: 

The Silver option generally is 1.7 lacs Rupees, and includes everything from the VIP level except 
access to CONFIDENCE UNIVERSITY or the one-on-one unlimited access to me. So you don’t get the 
CONFIDENCE UNIVERSITY ACCESS, and there’s no one-on-one unlimited access to me after we’re 
done with the course.  

So the people that SHOW INSTANT ACTION by enrolling immediately after having a discussion 
with us, I reward them by giving them a scholarship, and  

hence your investment in this option will be only 90,000 Rupees. 

GUARANTEE: My course comes with a 100% money back guarantee. If you do the work in the course 
and don’t see the results, simply ask for a refund at the end of the course. You can still keep all the 
templates and manuals, secret formulas, no need to return them. Not only that, I will pay you an 
additional 95,000 Rupees for wasting your time. I put risk on MY shoulder because I know if I select 
someone and they do the work I tell them to do, they’re GUARANTEED TO SEE RESULTS. Only a fool 
can doubt that. 

AS A SPCIAL BONUS, in both options you will receive unlimited access to my “Mega Confidence: BEST 
SPEAKER Template,” “Secret of First Impression Formula Course” and “Spontaneous Speaker Mastery 

Online Program” for FREE! People have paid an ADDITIONAL of 2 Lacs Rupees for these bonuses in 
the past, you will get them for FREE. This FREE Bonus offer is applicable until 25th March 2017, 
because after that we will again offer these as premium products separately on our websites. 

“Can You Give Me a Discount, Bishal?” 

If you would like to investigate your options for getting a discount on my course investment, know 

that this is a sign my programs are probably NOT right for you. You don’t belong here, probably in 

that case. This is not a place for losers. I am looking to help serious individuals who are committed to 

living their best life instead of allowing cheap low-standard people into the group. Successful people 

pay the price and get what they want while enjoying life while losers keep searching for this discount 

and that discount and never get anywhere significant in life, and that’s the truth. 

Part of teaching others to become Confident Experts is that I must FIRST walk the path myself. So I 

am 100% confident in the value I offer to my clients to help them achieve real results. 



It’s for that reason that the fees I get for access to the two levels of my program are not up for 

negotiation. So if you’re still looking for low-level cheap and not-so-great courses that will cost you 

less money and probably won’t get you much results, then no problem. I am happy to refer you to 

other, far cheaper but less comprehensive solutions. There are many out there. 

 

I wanted to show you all this information transparently upfront before you apply because I am NOT 

AT ALL interested in convincing anyone. What I have works, and I want the people who can convince 

me that they will not let me down. 

If you’d like to apply to see if you qualify to be here, fill out the application form with some courage 

here:  

www.BishalSarkar.com/apply  

 

Now you already know who I am looking for, and who I am NOT looking for, I hope you can honestly 

tell me in the application form if you have whatever it takes to succeed with my top-notch step-by-

step strategies. 

As you can see, there are several steps to this process of working with ME and there is a specific 

reason for that: 

We want to ensure we only accept clients for whom we can get real results. So it is best to be 

patient and let the process unfold. 

Keep in mind, many others are reading this PDF right now, probably hundreds and we’re constantly 

having new people reaching out for joining my course. We’ll speak to a lot of them (based on their 

applications), and select a handful because I want the RIGHT people in my course, instead of a lot of 

people. 

http://www.bishalsarkar.com/apply


I am looking forward to helping you overcome the problems and pains that propelled you to read 

this document, and I look forward to impacting you so you can impact your family, and you can 

influence the world with your confidence. 

It’s time you SHOW UP with your CONFIDENT SELF. 

Dedicated to helping you multiplying your CONFIDENCE & FREEDOM! 

Bishal Sarkar 

 
Your Confident Life is Calling You Here: 

www.BishalSarkar.com/apply 

 

http://www.bishalsarkar.com/apply

